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K! IHL-2 rPMI3ING AND DNIVIOR OF CHAFF 1N SPACM
by

J.H. Henson ana j. w. Craig

estalisingairbrnerado sctteingtargets.Thprniaadntg

of hisuktri~ tothever hih eho reaper unit weight. Heretofore
chaff employmlent has been confinedi Is,-e3y to telwrpr~no h
earth's atmosphere. With the advert4 of asn-mad. satellites and other types1'; of space vehicles, it beccuus worthwhile to consider some of the problemsj ~associated with the use of chaff above the earth Is atmosphere.

II. - C

Thlis meorandia deals prinarily with investi@Ltions conducted at D3L

I in two areas of the space-chaff problem. First, an experimental study vas
saed to determine some possible methods of dispensing chaff at very high
altitudes. Second~y, the behavior of chaff when dispensed from an earthI I. satellite in a circular orbit me investigsted.

j I. Many uses for chaff in space have been suggested bj groups throughout
the country. Some rossible applications include scatter coomuications,I ~ countermeasures, and decoys. It is not the Intention of this paper, however,
to deal with the uses of chaff in space or the quartities iv~cessary for the

I ~various appliceutions.

~1iABD w61-3T.1 6lWRN 2515



II. E IMQUnMUU FOR A VEIY-NICE-ALITUM DISFMI

The batic requirements for a very-high-ealtitude dispenser are as
j ~ follows:

1 f(1) The dispenser must seprate the chaff into individual dipoles
without mutilatioc.

I (2) The dispenser must give the dipoles pre-determined velocity

Swith considerable precision.

I For chaff to be most effective as an eleetro-magnetic reflector, it

j A. is necessary that the cloud be emposed of individul dipoles, not groups
or clusters. When chaff is dispensed from a fast-moving vehicle within the
earth's atmosphere, drag forces tend to separate the chaff clusters into
individual dipoles. Outside of the earth's atmosphere, the drag forces

Saallable for dipole separation are very smal. Nonee i. is necessary to

use some other means to asrsre efficient separ.tion of the chaff 'bundle.

Mhe velocity given Lo tne dipolts when chaff lo dispeenzcd vithin ,he
earth's atmosphere can be varied over a wide range and still produce a

| cloud of reasonble dimensions and dipole density. If the velocity is
small, wind currents will disperse the chaff. If the Initial velocity is

large, the excess kinetic energ will be rapidly absorbed by the air. In
any event, the cloud will retain finite dimensions for some appreciable

length of time. On the other band, chaff 4ispensed above the earth's

atmosphere (but not in orbit) will retain the dispensing velocity indefi-

I nitely. If this velocity is large the cloud will grow to tremendous
proportions and become quite diffuse in a short time. If the dispensirg

AsD l 61-yr -2- EiwwM 251!



4 'eloeity is men, the bloc. tia* will be excessive. For chaff dispensed

fro a vehicle in orbit, the mgitude and direction of the dispensing

Svelocity wini determine the rate of er msth of the earth chaff b'.t as vei l a&

the mxim= dimension (width, depth, etc.) of the 1t. Pbre vili be said

about the behavio2 of orbiting chaff in later sections of this report.

Elf

Er1

II!

I !. Me time require*d for the cloud to reach useful six*
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IV. Uk MDDTAL IMV!MTIGMTBtX OF DISMMThG N• 0D6

A. Vapor-Preassue 1M-bod

1. General A--.ription.

This technique utilizes the rapid vaporization and expansion

of fluids to achieve the initiai d*!pole separation and small velocity dif-

ferential desired. The actual mechanics of the operation consists of
soaking the dipoles thoroughly with the desired fluid and pecking them into
a dispensing chamber. After all excess fluid is drained oft, the p•clvge
is then uinedistely se'led under atmospheric conditions. When it is to be

dispensed, the fluid-coaked chaff is thrust from the dispensing clamber into

a vacuum. This vacuum causes rapid vaporization and consequent expansion of
S!the fluid. The vapor flow Imparts velocity to the dipoles and the presence.

of fluid between individual dipoles ensures good dipole separation.

2. Scope of experimental work:

The experimental work was limited to observation of dipole
separation and measurement of cioAd velocity as a function of fluid vapco

pressure and chaff type. The fluids used ranged fzom Dow Corning

r •200 silicone fluid, 1.0 centistoke viscosity with a vapor pressure at
L ambient temperature of 2.7 me Hg, to acetone, which has an ambient temperature

vapor pressure of 229 -a g.

Four types of aluminum and one of glass chai were used in the
Iexperimenrte. work. Aluainum chaff size ranged from 0.T5 x 0.016 x 0.0005 In.

to 4.5 x 0.25 x 0.0005 in. The length and dime•er of the glass dipoles we.re
'1 J"0.75 in. and 0.002 in. respectivel~y.

T 12
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3. Description of test equipment:

The 'Dell jar (vol.,.. approximately 3 ft') and one of the
ejection devices used in these iwvestietions are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2

is a cross section drawing of the ejection apparatus and shows the method of
executing chaff ejection. The chaff in exposed to the vacuum by a dounrard

diir o. .,nt uf t. enclosing cup. Tht.s movement is accomplished by pulling
3 •on " center rod shown in F.ure 1.

Lit should be noted that two different types of chaff containvrs

weres emplqd-. These containers fAre shown in Figure 3. The upper container

was used vita the 3/4" lensth dipoles which were packed arialIly. The lower
ct"otatir wr s used with the , 1/2" length dipoles which were packed circusafer-

entially. ýoth containers wire de.V'neA for radial cha'i e,•ection.

A ?tctorial recor.:ng of each test was made with a Astax
i ! camera.•

4I. . Test procedure:

[ The chaff to be used in the teos ws batted end cleane d

thorouhly in the fluid involved. This ws done tV reemw the chaff lacquer
coating which is soluble in most of the fluids under consideration. (Thic

procedure uas not necessary for the 4-1/2" chaff vhich has no lacquer coating

After the bething weaintr~e chaff wabn;, ked into the

appropriate chaff container. It uas then snaked '-oroughlr with fluid, the

[,..s fruld poured off, and the container sealed icoedtately. The loaded

e'.T.ziner was then plared in t-be bell jar.

*1

; .,

k.'T L! tjeIN2l



SPOOL

A BELL JAR

RIN

a • .. .. I.....I]111

TEST SET-UUP BENG USED IN VERY-HIGH-ALTITUDE
1 ~CHAFF - IY'SFENSING STUDIES
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SCHAFF CONTAINER rFOR SIMULATED HIGH

u|VALTITUDE 
DISPENSING EXPERIMENTS
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SLI

;i. (O) CONTAINER FOR AXIALLY PACKED CHAFF.

I;

(b) CONTAINER FOR CIRCUMFERENTIALLY PACKED CHAFF.

1 ,FIGURE 3
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i ~iL

SCre Vs taken to prevent radiant heating of the fluid and

chaff frcm the hih. intensity Fastax lights during the tests. All the tests

were run at bell-3ar pressures of loes than 0.10 = Hg. Pr-cautiona vere

taken to prevent pressure le~ around the O-ring seals of the chaff

eontainer.

5.a1ta reduction:

j The Asstax film of the tests was first studied qua~litatively
I [ • vith a 16 a movie projector to observe dipole dispersion and selaration.

It vas then itudiod quant* zAtively frame-by-frame to determine dipole veloc-

II iity. Basically, the velocity was determined by measuring the can, in

l diameter of the cloud for a&given nuber of. frames. Knowing frame speed and
an appropriate dimen.sioAl scale faNt6r, the" aerage dipole velocity could

býe readily calculated.-

~ I he principal results of the ex-perimental investigptions are
given in Figure I. Note that the dipole vei•city is approximately linear

I I vitbP7 In plotting these data, several very irregular points have beenj omitted.•L

A complete description of all tests is given in tabular form-

in Appendix A.

" •The results of Figure J stated in equation fr-ru are:

As a 61-37 -97- 6WWN 25•5
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!in
ill
I ~ The coefficient* vere determined from a least squares fit of the experimental

points in Figure 4. It should be stressed that this is strictly an empirical

statement. It is approximate, and is krnou to hold only for the vapor-

pressure rarge of the tatle in Appendix A. It should be used with caution

outside this range.

Figure 5 is ". print of several frames of film from Test K

which employed methyl alcohol as tue ejecting fluid. Figure 6 (2 pages) Is

a similar print of Test W Vhich employed no fluid. Note the great differenceII in the behavior of the two chaff clouds.

j [The frame speed for both runs vas approximately 2300 frames/sec,

but only every tenth frame vas printed. The horizontal bar appearing in

Figures 5 and 6 us used for calibration in ,,.he `deteraina'ion of dipole

velocity.

fl: 7. Limitations:

The use of fluid vaporization to dispense chaff is limited to

very low pressure or high-altitud. cnditions. It is necessary that the

ambient pressure be very lo compared to the vapor pressure of the. fluid

in use.

Since vapor pressure varies radically with fluid temperature,

knowledge of temperature conditions at the time of dispensing is necessary.

The unevaporated fluid is cooled during dispensing as vaporization takes

place. However, the conditions in the test. chamber and in space are essen-

[ tially the sme in this respect. ¶Lbe. radiation loss to speca during the

I very short dispensing period is negligibie.

I "* Dipole separation my be imcomplete with a fluid of relatively

I plow vapor pressures. In the tests using 1.0 centistoke viscosity Dow

ASD T'M 6i-T7 -.- 61wm 2515Iil
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Corning 200 Silicone fluid (vapor pressure about 2.7 Hm g at 72*F), so=e

dipoles stuck together in clumps of three or four.

This method of dispensing is not applicable to lo-frequency

"rope" type chaff. Other specialized methods of dispensing will be necessary

for this variety of chaff.

B. Low-Pressure Gas Dispenser

Another mithod of chaff dispensing investigated Involved a low-

pressure ps dispenser. This dispenser consists of a glass cylinder packed

vith chaff and pressurized with low-pressure air. The chaff is dispensed by

shattering the glass with bullets fired by higb-pressure air as shown in

Figure 7.

3.gure 8 shows one of the dispensers designed and built at IML.

SSeveral units were test. but sealing difficulties, particularly at the ends,

vere encountered. The project vas discontinued in favor of concentration on

I ~ the vapor-pressure method.

I ~C. Spin Dismesers

he spin d1spenser is a meedmAcal device for ejecting sad d1spensing

the chlff, as shown in Figure 9. Three dlspensers of this mature vere

designed and built a.t'Defene esearch laboratory and Installed as "pig•tbck"

equipment in a Thor missil- ro3e-cone. The risstle vas fired from Cape Oan-

verm• in January of 3.960.. For a ccmplete descrt•tion of t•.s experiment and

the associated equipaent see Eft AF Technicai Hemorpmdue No. 50 (Con-

tract A 33(610)-51).

_ • n 1 61-37 -lu- 61wM 2515
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I~ ~ V flv* 1HEKBICAL ME&MATIiW1IGS OF CHAFF BWAVIO1R IN SPACTS

A. Sc of Study

Theoretical studies have been limited to the behavior of chaff

j Ivhen dispensed from a vehicle in a circular geocentric orbit. From curves

&[d oher inforwmtion Included herein, it is easy to determine the effect

of the W .ensing velocity on certaiu pertinent chaff clo*. pa•umeters. Of

particular interest is the time required to form a complete belt of chaff

I[ around the earth.

B. Assumptions

r In the theoretical analy•is the folloving assumptions vere mAde:

(1) Dmg on the dipoles is negligible during the perlod of

interest. This will be true if the orbit is sufficiently

high above the earth.( I"

(2) The dispensing velocity is imported to the dipolf-e instar-

taneously. Experimental results from the vapor-pressure

study show that the velocity is obtained within a few

milliseconds.

(3) The simplified tvo-body equations are uuffi~iently accurate

to describe the orbit of the dipoles. This vill be true so

long as the orbit is near enaugi to the earth that the

attraction to the moon, sun, and planets can be neglected.

The effects of earth oblateness are also neglected.

(1) Photoelectric and magnetic effests are negligible.

6.
;(). ASDII 61-37 -18- 6iwrwEN.l5
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S~~C. fte Ellipt~icale Orbiti

Figure 10 shovs an ellipse and defines so of its important
Sproperties. The path of a particle in orbit about the earth is an ellipse

with the earth at one focus. A circular orbit is a special ellipse for

which the eccentricity is zero. (A discussion of orbits can be found In
any good book on mechenics,)

I' Same of the more important relationships for simple two-body systems

are given below.

()a where p = g IF - constant23

(2) e + so Acceleration of•gravity at surface
of earth-Atsec

f:(3) 3= V/2V 2  R- ahdius of earth - ft
r

(Cnslar orbit) a - S-m of kinetic and potential energy

per unit unss (ND for ellipse)

(4I) V2h- Angular Momentur. per unit tsg

(5) - - periodic time - see

D. DisnsinE Effects

1. Preliminary Consideration

Consider a vehicle in a circular geocentric orbit capable of

dispensing chaff with a velocity AV relative to itself in ull directions

sicultaneously. (See Figare 11.)'. After dispensing, each dipole will have

SI -jTruon•t• this discussion, the s5bscript 0 wherever used refers to the
" covditions of the original circular orbit. The subscript 1 refers to the

orbital conditions produced by, an o forth.

AID TN 61-37 -19- 6MMii 2515
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SV INITIAL. CIRCULAR ORBITAL VELOCITY.

R0 INITIAL ORBITAL RADIUS.
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lr LIMITING DISPENSING CONDITIONS
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its total] velocity vector changed in magnitude or direction or both. Each

dipole will theoretically be transferred to a unique elliptical orbit.

I It is dLf.icult to define as a function of time the shape and

size of a group of orbiting dipoles when dispensed in the manner described

in the above pararaph. In order to simplify the problem, only the dinen-

siomal lUits of the chaff cloud were stuadied. The AV's of the directions

shown in Figure 11 establish the -iumn dimensions (width, depth, etc.) of

the chaff cloud. It is now vortwbhile to consider in detail the effect of

i •these liiting AV's on the orbit parameters.

2. AV, and A'

dethofth ?he time required to "belt" the earth as well, as the mnxumi

Sdepth of te belt are determined by A a W Figure 12 shcws qualita-
titely the effiet of W' ad 8N with respect to the initial circular orbit.

*1 2
I A dipole ejected with velocity fil will have a total velocity (Icdately

folloing ejection) and energy per unit mass less than that of the dispensing

I vehicle. On the other hand, A2 increases the dipole velocity and energy per

unit mass. The vector e•diticn of Vo to the various AV's shows cleari that

1 81 and A'2 produce tho extremes in dipole energy change. Since the pzriodic

time is a ftmction of 3 only, AV 1  a] AW 2 also proftee the extremes in

periodic time (See Nuation 5). It Is these extrees in the period thea1

I determinie the time required for the chaff cloud to "belt" the earth. It

should be ••ttd that +-,e orbital plane of dipoles dispensed vith V1 and 82

S•Is the saw-.. tbet of the dispensin• vehicle.

Using Figures 13 and 1, it .s possible to determine th'.

S number of orbits s well as the tija required to form a ocplete earth belt

"" T.
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vo + AVII

-o Vol

F IGURE 12

QUALITATIVE OR13ITS AFTER PERT'URBATION
FOR AV AND MV2
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I

vhen the chaff is dispensed vith W !imits shown in Figure 1U. It is

intreeting to noýe that n (Yiure 14) is a function only of 9 and

notIt

the use of these curves can best be explained by swa example.

Given

Wl - 30 *t/sec (determined by fMid vapor pressure)

Fto -R -16 x 1-6 feet

i - Fr Figure, 13 for circular orbits

jli v - 22,800 ft/sec
0 0

Then 0.00
Frem Figure 714

v, n22 orbits

T- 2 1-004o~ (74M0) -s40"

Tim required to belt the earth
•eezi- - * 

8roan

IFrom -qstIon it Is reas e h V n
de"termine th • axi•,depth. of tM chaff belt. This thIckness is giwn

g *-p a Proof of this am for va o-r sftis ions, -se Appendix D.

ASD UR 61-37 -26- 61V=w 2515
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by 2 (a2 - a,) as shown in Figure i2 This parmeter is plotted in Figure 15

as a function of 7-. Ayin the use of this crmve can best be explained by

Given (from above example)
aaV 0 .O0l12JNo 6 x 10o6 1 0o925 x 16 10

2(% - a.)
so .. 0.0105

I.2(&2 - a,) -0.0105 (26.925 x 1.06)

! 28.25 x 10 ft
"= 53.5 mlles

3. A3. Nand M4

IFigure 16 shows qualitatively th. result of AV and AV ithj [ respect to the Initial circular orbit. Note that the apse lines of tkiene
two orbits are shifted by plus and minus 900 from the dispensing point,.*

It is easily shown freo energ considerations that these orbits do not pr.:-

Sduce the maximu clUd depth nor the extrems in orbital period. The

j orbital plans of dipoles dispensed with A, &Ad AV,, is the same as that of
the dispensing vehicle.

**See Appndx P for privtoos.

6-!
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[ DISPENSING POINT

ORBIT

~~~~+VELOCITY IMMEDIATELYVLOTYMDATL
AFTER DISPENSING4:

ES7 2 +____ 2_

h ho h' ho

iii~ EATH

-~ FIGURE 16
QUALITATIVE OR13ITS AFTER PERTUR BATION

V ~FOR AV3 AND WV4
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fira and AF6

Sthe ainz width of the chaff belt is determined by rV5 and

Ai6. Figure 17 shov q•alitatively the effect of thesi d1ispensing velocities.

The principal result Is to rotate the planes of the orbits, although other

orbital characteristics are also changd. However, from simple enera con-I siderations it is readily seen that AV 5and V6 do not produce the axdtmw
depth of the belt nor the extremes ir orbital period.

M a the lower curve of Figure 15 It is possible to determine

Ii the suxu, width of the belt.* An example vill readily e rpl. 4
V the use of

this curve.

IGiven (from previous exomples)

S0.00132

1.! 3 264925 x 06 ft

SFrom Fiwe 15

2W - .0026; ,,o
2 . =26 (26.9c5 x 10.)

~i 1 m. il

I*Ske. _Appjuii S for deiriva-tion of the equation.

AsD ix61-37 _30- 61VM 2515
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VELOCITY IMMEDIATELY
AFTEfR DISPENSING:

2W EDGE VIEW OF j + Pve
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2 2

-- / h>hO

EARTH

VELOCITY IUACZ;ArELY
AFTER DISPL-NSING:

%l +AVI ~DISPENSING POINT E V0
2 + AV 52

a 2
E>Eo_ ~~EARTH h>h

[ h > h0

II.,

INITIAL CIRCULAR ORBIT

FIGURE 17

IQUALITATIVE ORBITS AFTER PERTUrBATiON FOR 4XV 5 AND AVs
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5. Other Considerations

It is intlrestirn to consider the result obtained when the
chaff is dispensed from the orbital vehicle vithout a veloci-vy compnr.vn
parallel to the original velocity vector. (All AV's are equil an4 perpen-

ILicular to the original velocity vector.) After dispensing, all dipoles
1rill bave the sane energy and hence the same period (Equation 5). Instead
of forming a belt, the chaff cloud will grov and change as a function of

tine in sme peculiar cyclic manner, repeating this cycle each orbit. All
the chaff vill theoretically arrive back at the dispensing point at the

same tine. Thus as J.V1, V2, and all cther velocity cuponents p'rallel
to V0 appr"ch sero, the nmber of orbits required to produce an earth belt

approaches inrlnity, as Indicated by Figure 1)4.

II
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fIit

VI. CONCULSIOM

(1) The vapor-pressure technique is very effective for separating

V dipoles In a space-lik. environmnt.

(2) When dispensing fluld-saturated chaff ina loy-pressure

.'[,enviroment, the dipole velocity is approximately linear vith the square

[ root of the fluid vapor pressure.

(3) Chaff dispensed conidirectionally from a vehicle in a circul&r

K Igeocentric orbit vill form a belt around the earth.

1~i (4) Chaff given a uniform dispensing velocity perpendicular to the

or.ginal cireular orbital velocity will produce b chaff cloud vhich grove

I I and changes in some cyclic mnner. The cycle vill repeat once each orbit

and the cloud theoretically will not form an earth belt.

IA3
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I ~APPWIIX B

Definition of Terms and Nomenclature used in Text and Appendix AI
NOM: Subscripts 1 through 6 refer to VJ's 1 through 6 as defined
b y F i g u r e 1 1 o f t e x t . 13

S- Ceoec•.ria orbital constant = go R2 = 1140.99187 x 10 If/ CC

ti - Orbitr._ period

Z - Total. specific energy of orbit

V 0 - Dipole or vehicle velocity in the original circular orbit

V - Dipole velocity after ejection

[B - Radius nf cartn
! - Radius of original circular orbit measured frora the earth's center

AV - Velocity perturbation relative to the dispensing vehicle

I n - Number of orbits necessary to form a ^ba.9 Lolt arolwd the ez. h

a - Semi-major axis of elilptical orbit

r - iRadius ;f a point in elliptical orbit

0 - Angular orientation of a point in orbit measured counterclockvise

from the apse Iliue of the orbit

9 - Eccentri :. of orbit

h - Specifi'e anglar momentum

b - Semi minor avis of elliptical orbit

W - I&ximu -loud vidth

- Angle t.- i the orbits ',f dipoles dispensed with AV, and AV6

and the original orbi';.

M N;

II.

AS i 15 j-6wi21
:1



I,
j [ I. Derivation of n Expression

(1) ,n" 3/-2

(2) 12

vhere:1/V2

"()" 1 12 l -N

and (3 1R

(4) V -- Av1

S(6) v2 4Vo 2

~ put:

IApplying (4), (6), " (7) to (3) and (5) sol noting t

LV 1I fi2 A e obtain:

Note: from (3) ad(5) that, Fýj <

AsD TN 61-37 -~-61imm 25,1
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Therefore:

A-t t 1,e instant the ear-th cbeff belt is complet~e

| (8) n.22 = (n2+')T'L

Solving (8) for D2

M Then sutbtituting (1) and (2) iuta (9) and simplifying ye obtain:

~E1

i (9') r-2 3/2

it.

U1

iT

SI!
! I'

I A3I ii 61-57 -57- 6lwwR 2'515

I gI
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11. Proof or Generality of the "n" vs 9 plot

Consider two sets or dipoles denoted by suziacr -~ta a and b. Assume

they are ejected into orbit s)Ah tbat:

(1) . .s -. kib

and Af - k A~b

tiV AiIi_

or __aA~

S. Vob

* L hen fifj (9') of I in the appendix:

n1

(2)

Mons ber 2bo requip ed to belt the earth a &*terained by AV,

theyae enected Inoobit s~ require

wA A2 Frrm equations (3') sand (51) of I iii the aiqw'fx:

iti

t.

[. v 2v _2 as•

(Ii) -v 22 V-

fi
L



j hSubstitute (1) into (4):

22 V a A2~S~V~ a +
hlbk 2 la

(4 ) +2 + V - ' • •a .dk

"Substitute (4') into (2):

-~~ 11

.. - o 2') nb = o v=

!~

2al

or~ ~ %2arr--
AVA

orb

AsD LN 61-37 -39- 6IWRN 2515
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I;n

IMT. Derivatio, of Eqmution for Dimensionless Maximm Oloud Depth Parameter

From basic central force orbit equat...nBs

( 1 ) S h -
• -

(232
1 2E,

Then the raxitu depth of separation between the two orbits is given by:

he not tepth

2(a2 - al)/°
Uor & 1

2 1V 0
2 -2V0&V-&V

2  o+VVA

(3) 2(&2 " ) - a
(V0

2 -2V &V-,&V2 ] ( 2 +2V,:nU-St

I N Nov note that:

Then the dimensionless mmaimm cloud derth parameter is defined as:

2(&2 -

and is given by:

2(a 2 al ___

EWV , V

ASD IN 61-37 -40- 6-IMWR 2515



I IMV Proof of Apse Line Shift for M~polca DiEpeused with AV3 and"

I The parauetric equation for an elliptical conlic spetion. is given by:
iiIii

I~~ t -4 2ai I +
| gior solvingl for coo 0:

(Il Co 0 C1 2o. -:) !- -1

But it is given by-

and: (3) a

21

!L• titute (21) an (3) into ().

h2r•. • •(1") co, e

SI Then at the instait of velocity perturbation:

(4) ro a•JL
oV 2

ad fordipole*dspensed with "3a~.

32 "42 V. ,2+W

AS]) 3 61-37 -J41 611r41 -51-,)I! •-•.•.•.;•.•÷I,
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I!

.0

(8) 3..-./2 V42

ji Applying (4), (5), (6) to (7) and (8) we find:
.v2 &V2

=-V +

1!I(9) 23I Sinc.i the angular umenttm is unchanged by the velocity perturcotion

(10) h - ,o Io - VMo0

&Substitute (4), (9), and (10) into (I"):

S Io fl22 4
700

or gVo

Aor T90°

AS ?6-7-2 l.i J
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V. Derivation of Muntion for Dimensionlese IHximm Cloud Width Parameter

iNbx1im cloud width way be expressed by:

(1) 2W-2b sinF

vhere

(S) Tan

V ere tV- A " ..

(5) t -U +P Ro

I -I•• 2

!or m 0

=2E

Substitute (5) and (6) into (4).

I (I

(4") e AV"

SAsD Tm 61-,37 -43- f1w• 2515
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* II

f •,tltute (7) and (49,) into (3) .

'I0 0 7

Also unote that:

Ill ( -j (fcpm-p ----

ubsti ute and ( into (1).

:1 Define the dimensionless umwxiu cloud width parameter

I2W
D-.viding (1') by RI, ve obtain:

,!

I!

I V

j krl37i '~


